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April Debate Schedule
For Varsity And Frosh

3DEBATES HELD
BY FORUM TEAMS
THIS PAST WEEK

The debate between Rutgers
University and the varsity team
of the Forum which was to have
been held on March twentythird has been cancelled because
of program difficulties.
Several debates for April are
now on the Forum schedule.
The varsity team will meet the
Columbia Debate Council on
April twenty-first here on campus. The question to be discussed has not yet been decided upon.
The Freshman team has quite
an extensive program for this
month. On April sixth they will
meet the debaters from Drew
University and on the sixteenth
a team from Princeton University. On April twenty-eighth,
they will meet the Vassar freshman team on the question, "Resolved, that President Roosevelt's proposed reform of the
Supreme Court shall be enacted
by Congress."

Allegheny And Duke Here;
Rutgers Away; Several
More Meets Planned
March 23, 1937- Last night in the
faculty recreation room Allegheny
College supported the affirmative
position in the debate question,
"Resolved, that the United States
should adopt a policy of economic
internationalism."
The visitor's
team was made up of the Messrs.
Smith. Jacobs and Wallom while
Messrs. Baker, Honey and Raducan
spoke for Bard.
Affirmative Case
The affirmative in their argument for a policy of economic internationalism str~ssed. the inter-I
dependence of natIOns m the modern world and showed how the na-
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BAYNE AND BURR
~~ena~~st;\~~li~~~~ ~:d c~ou~~~eSa~~ SPEAK ON COUNTY
prospe~ity
TO SURVEY GROUP

chaos. Mr. Smith, the first speaker,

said that
was interwov,en
with foreign polIcy and that an m-I
creased foreign trade was essential
for American welfare.
Mr. Jacobs, the second speaker

"The Effect of Rap1d Economic

~~(b~~~~~lssC~~~~~y~n :~: ~~r~~~~

for Allegheny, suggested the erection of a cartel . system to control I discussed by Mrs. Martha Collins.
and further foreign trade, and the Bayne at the Regional Study Conlast speaker, Mr. Wall om summarized the affirmative arguments.
The Negative
The negative side, taken by Bard,
and 0 ened by Mr. Baker began its
p.
.. '
.
case by bnefl~ revlewlI~g the hlStory of trade m the Umted ~tates
and then showed hoW' a policy of
economic nationalisnl was necessary for the self-preservation of the
United States in a world of hostilities and war.
Mr. Honey, second speaker for
Bard, stressed the need for tariff
adjustments in the form of reciprocal agreements, placing the control
of such a policy in the hands of
government boards. He also urged
the need for control boards to govern the agricultural and industrial
policies of this country in relation
to foreign markets. Mr. Raducan
capitulated the negative arguments.
The fine distinction between the
arguments of the two sides led to
some confusion as to the existence
of an actual difference of opinion
for debate. Both sides advocated
strong national states with controled foreign policies. However, AIle-I
gheny wanted a freer foreign policy
while Bard took a· more nationalistic stand.
An enthusiastic audience discussion followed the debate proper and
lasted till almost eleven o'clock.
Rutgers Debate
On Thursday evening, March
twenty-eighth, the Freshman Team
of the Bard Forum met the Freshman Team of Rutgers UniverSity
in a debate held at Rutgers. Bard,
represented by Neil Gray and Hugh

ference on March sixteenth in the
Faculty Room. In the course of her
talk, Mrs. Bayne brought out many
interesting facts i~ connection with
the problems WhICh th · far:ners
have to face. The most promment
of these problems she listed under
three heads: transportation, industrial development, and the spread
of new inventions. These in turn
c:"eate social problems which the
farmers have to meet. They are
manifested by the increase of nonfarm, or suburban homes, the dying
out of hamlets, and the decrease 'of
population per square mile in the
townships, &c. Of all the rural
dwellings, 48 per cent are non-farm
or suburban. This is a considerable
increase, for in 1935 there were 1000
less farms in the county than in
1920. The speaker went on to state
that of 280 non-farm rural dwellings which she investigated, 182 of
the residents lived in New York
City. Their average length of residence in the county was nine years.
As a result of the increased land
values, the farmers have to adjust
themselves accordingly. This has
(Continued on Page Two.)

THE students' reaction to

. Pages

ANTI-WAR STRIKE
GAINS SUPPORT
OF CAMPUS CLUBS

.
(Continued on Page Four)

treatment of the economic and so. cial causes of war.
OPPOSE the billion dollar war budget which represents a dangerous
extension of militarism at the expense of such socially constructive
projects as are embodied in the
'
American Youth Act. Urge that
the government define ' the phrase
"adequate national defense."
RECOGN1ZE the validity of the OxSeveral Lectures Planned ford
Pledge in the light of AmeriFor Remainder of Term can war preparations.
DEFEND civil rights and academic
By Science Club
freedom whose suppression is the
first step towards lascism. Oppose
Tonight, Dr. Mestre will lecture the industrial mobilization plan
on the topic, "The Application of which would establish a war-time
Physical Methods to Biological military dictatorship.
Recognize
Problems." This talk is sponsored that fascism breeds war and inby the Science and Dragon Clubs creases the danger of world war as
and is one in a series to be given is shown by the present Spanish
by the two organizations.
conflict.
Dr. Selig Hecht, a world author-, RESOLVE .to keep A~erica ~>ut of
ity on color vision and professor of I \Var. ~hlle .adv?catmg strmg~nt
bio-physics at Columbia, is expect- neutr~hty leglslat.lOn, we recogmze
ed to present a talk to the Science that 1t m~y be madeq':1 ate . War
Club at a later meeting in the anywhere m the world .1S a threat
Spring. Dr. Hecht is one of a series to the peace of the nt.ted States.
of lectures who are to speak before Only by the co-operatIOn of the
the club according to the plans for people of the ~orld can permanent
the remainder of the semester re- peace be est~bhshed..
.
vealed by John Harris, newly electThe folloWlI~g orgamzatwns have
ed president.
- - -(Continued on Page Two)
On other programs during the
----01---term talks by Dr. Robley D. Evans
and Professor A. E. Severinghaus
have been planned. Dr. Evans is
associate professor of physics at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and is an expert on radioactive elements. Recently he has
been working on a cure for radium
poisoning. Both Drs. Evans and
March 23-A Joint meeting was
Hecht have been invited by Dr. held by the Student and Faculty
Educational Committees this even(Continued on" Page Five)
ing to discuss with Dean Tewks- -- 0 - - - bury various problems of Bard's
academic program.
An agenda for future discussions
was prepared and included study
of the criteria and work sheets,
conferences, interdepartmental seminars, and other matters of a like
nature.
Poets and would-be poets of ColThe greater part of this evening
umbia University and Bard College, was devoted to explaining and clarare once more being solicited for ifying the senior project. It was
contributions by the editorial board stressed during the meeting that
of Columbia Poetry 1937. Contribu- the project was not similar to a
tions which are accepted by this senior thel:1is and that evaluation
board will be published in the an- would not be carried out on the
m,ml number of COL U M B I A merits of the paper presented to
POETRY.
the instructor at the end of the
The poems may have been previ- year. What the student did in the
ously published in a magazine or process of completing the project,
newspaper, or they may never have how he went about his work, and
secured publication. Poems which the originality with which he athave already appeared in books, tacked his problems would receive
however, will not be considered.
first consideration by the faculty.
George LaBelle and Edward
Furthermore, it was pointed out,
Moir, a former student at Bard, evaluation would not be standard to·
have had their work appear in the all projects but would vary in aclast issue of COLUMBIA POETRY. cordance to the nature of the work
Among the members of the Edi- attempted.
torial Board for this project are
Among the members of the facMr. George Genzmer and Dr. Mark ulty committee is Or. Obruhkove.
Van Doren.
The student committee is maCle up
Contributions from students of of the Messrs. Koenig, McBee,
Bard College must be handed to, Cremer, Waggoner, Zellweger, Gray
Mr. Genzmer by April third.
and Terry.

BASSAGE TO HEAD MESTRE TO SPEAK
THEATRE IN WEST TO SCIENCE MEN
0N LEAV E HER E
,.

To Be Chief Director Of. St.
Louis Little Theatre;
New Man For Bard
Mr. Bassage WIll be away on a
year's leave of absence for the 193738 school term, working as head director of the St. Louis Little Theatre. Although only in its eighth
year, the Little Theatre is already
well-known throughout the country. but particularly to Middle
\Vestern playgoers. It brings five
plays to St. Louis every season, each
one running for two weeks:
Negotiations are at present under
way for procuring "a first-class
technical director" for the Bard
Theatre for next year. Contacts
have already been made with sev(Continued on page two)

Dr. DaVidson, Faculty Dean
Traces Evolution Of Bard
Makes Some Observations On 39 Year Career As Latin
Professor Here, Says College Is Progressing

By WALTER WAGGONER
professional schools and business
Come 1938, one member of the enterprise .
(ContInued on Page Two)
Bard College faculty will have been
This dean of the Bard faculty obbusy conveying the spirit of the serves that the change in curricuo
Latin language and literature to lum, with the abolition of required
undergraduates for forty years. Dr. courses and an enlarged choice of
Irville F. Davidson came to St. electives has not been the result
Stephen's College in 1898 with de- of a sudden alteration but a genI grees from Harvard University, St., eral tendency in American educaStephen's, and the University of tion. Except, Dr. Davidson pointed
Chicago after four years of prep- out, St. Stephen's College had been
At the last meeting of the Co- aratory school teaching at Ossin- tardy in its response to this actualoperative Steering Committee, the ing, N. Y., and Lakewood, N. J., and ity because of its isolation and seofficers were elected and sub-com- from that time has seen evolution clusion, geographically and adminmittees formed.
and revolution rake this campus, istratively. He believes that this
Walter Waggoner was elected: has seen tradition torn from its movement of pressure has been
chairman and Geo~ge Raducan, foundations, and has seen students fundamental in the evolution tosecretary. Members of the conimit- arrive, develop, and graduate. Dr. ward the elective system and protee for the constitution, by-laws, Davidson, with his years of experi- gressive education in general. This
and Incorporation are Clifford Bur- ence, can view a campus situation trend, not limited on this campus
gess, Saul Bollt, Winthrop Stearns, with the objectivity and perspective' to curricula, has extended itself inReginald Paget, and Hugh Peters, of an historian.
to the religious activity of the unwhile the committee for education
There has been a great change in dergraduates. Dr. Davidson recalls
is composed Of John Honey, Donald the atmosphere and temperament the time when chapel attendance
Sanville, Albert Cullum, George of the undergraduate and the col- was compulsory twice a day includRaducan, and Lauren Reynolds. lege itself, Dr. Davidson said, be- ing Sunday.
Walter Waggoner was chosen press cause the majority which the preAnother more undesirable reason
representative and Donald Sanville ministerial students once was able for the change of programs in the
was named to represent the steer- to claim, now no longer exists. The undergraduate college declares Dr.
ing committee in the Peace Strike theological seminary for graduate
(Con.ttDued on Pap Thne)
to be held on April twenty-second. I students has been superseded by

WAGGONER ELECTED
CHAIRMAN OF CO Op
STEERING COMMITTEE

~

SIX

TIlE Bt\lWIAN'S campaign against
the present organization of the Student Council indicates
that that hody is not strong enough to stand on its own repuCommittee Plans Program
tation.
Tl-IE B!\lmL<\N demands that the Student Council he re-I
For April 22 As Part Of
organized in order to represent the students more fairly, to
Nation~wide Movement
more efficiently co-ordinate student activities, and to assume
a cntain amou~t of real res1Jonsihility in campus a Hairs.
Preparations are now under way
t
for this college's participation in
THE BAIWli\N presents the following plan for such re- the nation-wide Strike Against
organization, \vhich proposal ,,,ill he presented to ConnKa- War. A .committee made ~p of rep•
,
.
-,
I resentatIves from the maJor organtlOn a tter the Easter recess.
izations on campus is being formFirst, concerning student representation on the .new ed. to d~rect the day's program
· '11 L
I
. .
.,
h whIch w111 be held on Thursday,
C'ouncl'1 : t I1e Councl'1 WI
nt mac e LIp ot tour selllors trom t e April twenty-second. At the present
three frattrnities and the non-societv men; three members time plans include a le~ture and
.
.
,
. ,
discussion at eleven 0 clock, at
will n :present the JUniors, Sopholllores and }. reshlllen, one which hour anti-war demonstraman to bt elected lw each class; and one man each from the I tions will go into effect throughout
"
h L'
I h A t hI'
C
'1 American schools and colleges. A
11 ·
CO 11 egc pu")
Icatlons, t e r orum, anc t e
dlc
OUnC!. peace play is to be presented by the
The Council ,,-ill thus be composed of clen.~n men reprcsmt· Bard Theatre in the evening.
.
.
. . .
The aims of the strike as stated
lIlg s()clal groups, classes and actIvItIes.
by the United Student Peace ComA chairman of the Student COllncil to head that organ- mittee are as follows:
i zation ",ill he elected frolll the four senior group represen- ! . J?EMAND that. ~oll~ges and univer,
s1bes be demlhtartzed; that Contati,' es bv a t'l'o-thirds vote of Convocation in session. A sec- gress pass the Nye-Kvale Amendretan' a~d a tn:asurer \vill be ap,)uinted b); the Council from ~ent to e~i~inate compulsory. mil•
. •
•
r
Itary trammg; that educational
alllong the remammg senior memhers.
authorities undertake more realistic
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"with brains and a good academic down to New York City recently to
view Shakespeare's "King Ricnard
the Second." No sooner did they
Mr. Edwara Fuller, tenor, pre- while running around in the rain to arrive at their hotel than fate gave
sen ted a song r~cital in Bard Hall talk to various parents.
the flu to Mrs. Edwards-so there
on Sunday evenmg, March twentyMr. Bassage and Mr. Whitehead was no Richard. Undaunted howexact
date
being
as
yet
undecidfirst. The pro?"ram w~s wisely are going through numerous travel ever, another trip has been planned
(Con ti n ll(:,(l Frorn Page One)
ed, Mark Van Doren, wellc~ose~, and. adm~rably sU.lted to the catalogues, computing the cheapest I for the same purpose.
known author and poet, will
~mge~' s VOIC~, lIght, lyriC, and of rates to hither and thither . They're
Dr. Mestre will talk to the Science
Peters, upheld the affirmative of
speak at Bard College. Mr. Van
pleasmg quahty.
bound to go to Europe this summer. Club at its forthcoming Wednesday
the question, "Resolved: that ConDoren, who is Associate ProfesThe first group consisted of items The Uptons too plan to visit the meeting, March twenty-fourth. He
gress should be empowered to fix
sor of English at Columbia Uniby A. Scarlatti, Caldara, Peroglesl, Continent.
claims he has no idea as yet just
nlinimum wages and maximum
versity, is best known for his
and Carissimi. The peak of this
Latest news flashes from the Af- what he'll talk about (when interpoetry, although he has had
hours for industry."
group was attained in the Perog- rican front tells us that Dr. and viewed last Friday).
prose work published. Besides
Bard argued that regulation was
lesi "Se tu m'ami."
Mrs. Smith played deck tennis with
Dr. Carpenter has established his
his writing, he edited "The OxThe second group was German, Dr. Victor Heiser, who is incident- head camp at Cheinmai, Siam, four
a necessary remedy for the relief
ford Book of American Prose,"
represented by Wagner, Franz , ally the author of "An American hundred miles north of Bangkok.
of sweatshop labor and that since
and was for severa] years LitSchumann and Brahms. Especially Doctor's Odesse y." They h a v e This will be the base of the e'fpedithe problem is a national one, only
erary Editor of "The Nation."
fine was the Wagner "Traume" in landed at Cape Town and proceed- tion's jungle treks for the stttdy of
the federal government is in a poHis latest work is, "A Winter
which the singer's voice was ef- ed to Mrs. Smith's home where they gibbons and their habits.
.
sition to undertake such regulation.
Diary and Other Poems."
fectively controlled, yet the tone will stay for the month of March
The women of the faculty have
The Rutgers team, composed of
was free and the legato excellent. before proceeding to Egypt. The formed a French club whose purMessrs. Robinson and Gerhart, basThe "Widmung" of Franz was also trip over was made aboard the pose is to teach the members to
ed their argument on the contennotable. It was not blurted out, but "Franconia."
parler French fluently. It was
tion that it is economically, politicI seemed to be a more thoughtful, The back of Mr. White's automo- started during the Reading Period,
ally, and socially impossible to acmore intimate interpretation.
bile was badly smashed as a result and meets once a week on Thurshieve federal regulation, and that
Of the last group, the "Page's of the combined effects of a snow- day evenings from eight to ten.
the present labor unions are better
Road Song" by Novello was the storm and a car that COUldn't stop Mrs. Artinian handles all the gramequipped to obtain the same results
most appealing and received the while he was on the way to Mill- mati cal problems, while Mrs. Frau(Continued From Page One)
by other methods.
: delicate handling it required. As' brook to attend a concert given by enfelder supervises the reading and
encore, Mr. Fuller offered Grieg's Myra Hess. However, the repair conversation and game-playing. So
Debate On Consumer's Co-op
eral of the leading directors in the '·rch Liebe Dich."
shop promises a return to the old far the group has read Daudet's
On Friday evening, Marcil nine- been done in most cases by specialThroughout the program, Mr. order of things today.
stories, at sight and with prepared
teenth, the Bard Forum undertook · izing in crops that taKe up less Fuller used his voice intelligently,
Dr. Baker was given a surprise translation.
the affirmative side against the space. For instance, there is now and with discretion. Mr. Leo Roche, party by Messrs. Summers and McThe history majors were treated
team from Duke University on a less grazing than in former years,,· at the piano, confirmed a suspected i Clelland on the advent of his to an after-dinner coffee Monday
debate on the question, resolved, but the number of small crops has but heretofore unrealized ability for I birthday last week- which the two evening, March fifteenth, at the
that the extension of consumer co- increased , poultry raising has come f~n.e aC,companrinl? He wa~ in sen- hosts assert was cooked by their home of Mr. and Mrs. Qualey. Dr.
operatives would contribute to the largely into its own, and amount' SltIV~ rapport With the s~nger at hands. Mr. White apd Mr. Clark Hirsch was the only other faculty
public welfare.
of grapes raised has at least I all .b mes ,. and showed t~chmcal pro- also helped in the eating.
member present.
Messrs. Louis Koenig and Jacob doubled
I flclency m works rangmg from the
We hear too that Dr. Sanford is
o----~
Cremer spoke in favor of the a d o p - ·
sombre tones of "Traume ' to the to have a birthday sometime this
tion of the consumer co-operatives
In the ca~es whe~e the farmer ry~ote~hniques of La F' 0 r g e 's month, but he won't tell even his
with their arguments centering has a h~rd time gettI~g along, Mrs., Hills.
best friends when it is.
around the facts, (1) that co-opera- B.ayne fu-:ds three m8;m reasons for
SEYMOUR LIEBERMANN.
Speaking of Dr. Sanford, if anytives are not an idle philosophy but hiS predICament. First, as land .
0
one is interested in purchasing real
rather a powerful actuality; and values are higher, ta~es have in-I
estate, the aforemention.ed indivi(2) that a more equal distribution creased. Second, labor IS more cost- ,
____
dual has three very chOIce houses
(Continued From Page One)
of wealth would result with the es-' ly ?ecause. of competi~i?n With fac- I A completed and revised list of' in . Redding . Rid g e, . Connecticut,
tablishment of co-operatives, thus torles. Third, competItlOn amongst j fraternity pledges is as follows.
w~lch he Will part With at a bar- country. The final choice of a man
making for larger consumption: In farmers has increased. Because of I For Sigma Alpha EpSilon:·
gam. He's k~own. no~, as "The to carryon Mr. Bassage's work
contrast to the s e contentIons, these reasons Mrs. Bayne describes I Harry Burnett, Herbert Herrick Duk.e of :,:e~dI~g Ridge.. .
.
while he is away, who will teach
Messrs. Clark Walter and .Wa?"ne the farmer as being in an "eco- Harold Hencken, George Lambert:
M~ss WIl~{ln IS entertammg MISS two courses in play production beMorrow spent most of their time nomic J·am." Largely responsible G d
J
b W
H·
d MarlOn Wise of Montreal at her sides supervise the activities of the
th t th
11·
or on aco,
arren arns, an home
B d Th t
·11 b
d .
.
s h owmg a.
ere rea y IS nt? very for this is the fact that the Dutchess Eugene Eisenlohr.
.
.
ar
ea re, WI
e announce m
great necessity for the extenslOn of I
.
..
A number of the faculty wives a future issue of THE BARDIAN.
con sum e r co-operatives. They· County farmer has to compete .wlth
For Kappa ?amma Ch.l .
have been meeting once a week to
Mr. Bassage has headed the Colpointed out the practical difficulties farm~rs upstate w?ere the sltuaAndrew Sw~ft, Frede.rICk Shar!?, fold bandages for the Rhinebeck lege theatre for three years. In that
w h i c h consumer's co-operatives bon IS more to their advantage.
I Gordon McAlhster, DaVid Day, Nell Hospital. It's an old Lenten custom. time he has directed nine plays bewould meet in the attempt to estabThe speaker concluded her lec-! Gray, ~?bert Lynde, Andrew S~orMrs. Williams is at present sur- sides carrying on extensive course
Ush themselves in the capitalistic ture by saying a few words on the er, Wilham Rueger, bleven RICh- reptiously competing with her illus- work in play production, play writ.
.
ards and Herman
t no~s
.
h ';Is b a.n d
dt
·
· t ory a f d rama t·IC l·t
strat a 0 f th e U nl·t e d Sta t es. A " gen- SOCial
hfe
of the county farmers.'
. Holt.
..
, .an
urnlng
ou t ·lng, h IS
I erat ure,
tle reform" for existing evils in our Sh
. t d
t th t
·th th . _
For the Eulexlan Fratermty.
Mexico-m 011 pamts.
and speech. He is planning to
present system "in the manner of . e p~m e ou. . a fl WI
: :~
Charles Salvage, Herbert Carr,
And this time it's Mr. Fuller who's spend this summer in England, thus
the alarm clock that whispers be- c~~~ase thecono~r r~n ~en~e \
de; Frank Bjornsgaard, Gerald Robson, going to get married. In June; and abandoning temporarily the posifore it shrieks," was their solution. ?I les,
e dsocla I e IS ~ so :a - Donald Worcester,. Alden Raisbeck, the bride-to-be comes from the tion of director which ne has held
l':lg towar these centeJ s. Nelgh- and John Goldsmith.
smoky environs of Pittsburgh, Pa. I for six successive seasons at the
For the most part the argument borhood attachments and church
D
d
·d
Th
followed a theoretical type of "pro.
.
0
r. and Mrs. Edwar s went Stockbrl ge
eatre.
ion
_
consumption"
reasoning,
SOCial
hfe
.are
on
the
wane.
Howduct
made more tangible by a historical ev~r, she did observe tha~ the far~
n.
it+ ...."l 01'01 tftfol'I".'''''''I''I<O«'''''''.''I''''oI 01"'" oI"i' " ++++oto ++++ ++++ot+++++ofHI
presentation by Mr. Koenig and an children are largely ~taYI?g on tne
The Spani~librarian , Mr. Luis
actual box of co-operative manufac- farms rather than mlgratmg to the Martin, holder of a Carnegie Feltured cereal carefully furnished by cities.
lowship for the study of American
the affirmative side. The cereal
Of all the speakers presented at libraries, is at present on a two
was "guaranteed to bet people up the Regional Studies Conferences, weeks' visit at the Bard College LiPRESSING AND REPAIRING
for breakfast at eight o'clock in the Mrs. Bayne seems to have been the brary to get acquainted with the
morning."
most popular, at least among the technique of college libraries.
Tri-Weekly Service-Monday, Wednesday, Friday
Chairman Jack Honey presided younger elements present. She reMr. Frederick Ken t , College
ove:' a very active discussion fol- cently graduated from Vassar, and Treasurer , was on campus this past
Beckwith Company, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
lowmg the close of ~he formal ae- is now working on a Norrie Fellow- week-end planning next year's budbate. The large audience spent an hip combining the results of five get. There are rumors of palaces
Bard's Oldest Cleaner
hour and a half attacking the s th' N rrie Fellowships into a and other construction.
speakers and each other on the 0 er
0
.
.
For the past week Mr. McClelfluidity of the competitive system. book on SOCial and economic con- land has been making visits to
Campus Agent-JOHN SINGER
- ---0
ditions in the county.
various New Jersey schools; and
S. Hoffnlan 6
reports that applicants are way
i
ahead of last year's record-boys, .%<+++++++++++++++ .. +tf+++ .... ++tfaJo++W >10 .. " .. >1001..10 ...... +++ .. +++
At the meeting of the Regional
.,
Studies Committee Tuesday, March
twenty-third, Miss Theodisia Burr,
COURTNEY'S
a landscape architect, discussed the
(Contlnue.f.F.rom Page One)
program of the Dutchess County
LL _ _
' - -. Planning Board. She mentioned the ·
indicated their support of the I three main objects and problems of
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Strike A-gainst War and have sug- all planning boards, namely, conStdkc ',Against War and have dele- servation of natural resources, need
g~ted r,epresentatives to serve on for a free and unhampered flow of
Faithful Servants to Bardians
th~ · planning committee :
commodities, and environment. The
; Student Council; J . Cremer; Stu- pll~,nning boar? of Dutchess County,
Campus Representative
dent Co-operative btore Committee, !-1ISS .Burr .sald, has .sp~nt most of
JOHN SINGER
D, Sanville; Dragon Club, F . ~naf- . ItS tIm~ m est~blIshmg tow n
ell;, Forum, D. McBee; Non-Society bound~rles ~hus far. ~t plans to ~o
S. Hoffman 6
Association, S. BoUt; The Science extenSIVely mto roadSIde control I.n
Club, R. Schulman; THE BARDIAN, the n~ar futu~e as ~he county IS
W. Waggoner; The American Stu- becoml~g an mcreasmgly popular
dent Union, J. Honey; and the recreatIOnal center.
OIliIlOllIllDlIIIIOIIIIIDllmmnmnOllllDmOllllllUIIIIIIIIIIIIUmliIlDIIIUIIJlli ·
Sketch Book, R. Rovere.
As concrete evidence of the plan~

·3 DEBATES HELD
Mark Van Doren, Writer
BY 'FORUM TEAMS
To Speak Here In April
THIS PAST WEEK
On April fifth or twelfth, the

RECITAL BY FULLER

record." At present he is nursing a
I cold
obtained in New York City,

BAYNE AND BURR
SPEAK ON COUNTY
TO SURVEY GROUP

l

I
I

BASSAGE TO HEAD
THEATRE IN WEST;
ON LEAVE HERE

FRATERNITY PLEDGES

·F' "'CULTY NEWS

Quality Cleaning And Dyeing

ANTI-WAR STRIKE
GAINS SUPPORT
OF ,CAMPUS CLUBS

. .. ... .... .. .. .

TALK BY BAYNE

See you at
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DR.DAVIDSON--DEAN
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Th()ugh the mounta ins, streams, ed that a person cannot "get a: ffiie - InSffticforF. F . Smitll--iiC -the
. and lakes of N ew England often ' outlook on people" unless he has I.Northeast Center of LouiSiana State
tempt him to their Vicinity in the experienced direct contact with _University believes in expanding
I summe~, he has not been limited to them.
students' vocabularies. Each week
the Umted States. All of western
Is Bard College going forward'? he requires his English classes to
Europe and Great Britain have ac- "Absolutely," said Dr. Davidson. learn 18 new words.
~uainted themselv:es wit~ Dr. Da~- "There exists at the college now a
0--ldson. England IS ~gam on hiS spirit of hope and optimism, which
By adding caraway seed to Lim(Continuea From Page One)
schedule for the commg summer.
is a considerable improvement over burger cheese, scientists of the
Davidson, h as been the require- • T~ough generalizations are miS-I some of the periods in the past, dairy division of the Un versity of
leadmg ~hen founded. ~pon such when fear and apprehension were California are removing, to some
ments of the graduate and profes- c?mparabv~ly short VISitS to f?r- the major attitudes. Definitely, the extent this cheese's strongest qualsional schools. Their emphasis up- elgn countnes, when aCCidenta l m- college is going forward ."
i ity.
.
on practical knowledge and special- cidents occupy such a large posi- '
ization conflicts with his theory of t~on, Dr . Davidson i~ prone to be- ~===================~=========::;-I
lIeve that the Spamsh people, at
the system and purpose of educa- _least in their relations with him,
tion, which he briefly describes as I are the most cordial and hospitable.
"OUT~
SPOT!'~
"the old ideal of four years of gen- with a genuine sense of kinaness,
eral knowledge on which to build and generosity. The Swiss, o-?- .the
.
".
other hand, are the most effICient
Macbeth V. 3
somethmg later.
ObvIOusly, pro- in their dealings with tourists. Good
fessional school specifications ren-I service, pleasa!1t and att~active h~
UNITED
der impossible the practice of any tels, and an mnate busmess atbsuch theory.
tude nurtured by years of contact
CLEANING
Likes To Travel
with .to~rists, characterize the Swiss
hospltahty.
AND
Dr. Davidson modestly a dmits , .
Books and Experience
DYEING,
that he has traveled rather exten-I Though books must nOL be disINC.
sively, though "probably no more so paraged as a fundamental fa ctor in

,
I OF FACULY TRACES

EVOLUTION OF BARD

THE NEW VISION
L. Moholy-Nagy
190pp. (shelved in Art Library)
"It is tragic how often tradition,
though never re-examined as to
content and va lidity, is still honored as an unerring guiae to what is
beautiful and right." p. 59. The
Bauhaus was a school in Dessau,
Germany, dedicated to breaking
away from the traditional background of the plastic arts and approaching them from tne technic~
logical stand of the present. Unbl
it was closed in 1933 by Adolf Hitler its students were producing
some of the best things in contemporary art. Moholy-Nagy was an
instructor there and part of this
book is an explanation of the teaching techniques and educational
philosophy of the school.
However, The New Vision is more
than another apology for modernism in art. It is something of a than other members of the faculty." education, Dr. Davidson is convinc- , ~=======:=.=====================~
text~book, something of a social
commentary and something of a
challenge. Because he is a sculptor
himself, Moholy - Nagy concerns
himself mainly with scultpure and
its step-relation, architecture. He
traces the history of sculpture, not
through the men who have created
it, but through its development
from solid block form to the present
ideal of abstraction. There are
photographs of student projects
and master works in the contem porary idiom. Sections of the text
are devoted to the question of functional use of materials and to
axiom-like statements: "Articles
intended for common use are neither sacramental vessels nor objects
for contemplation. They need only
fulfill their functions and fall into
a significant relation with their
ffLuckies have been my favorite cigarette
surroundings. '
for about 5 years. They're a light smoke
The author believes that "Every
man has a deep capacity of bringthat sensitive throats welcome.
ing to development the creative energies founded in his nature, if he
many trends that sweep through Hollyacquiesces inwardly m hlS work . .
Everyone is equipped by nature to
wood, one of the longest lasting has been
receive and assimilate sensory experiences . . . he can give form to
the preference for Luckies. I once asked
his· reactions in any material." And
further "The revolutionist will ala (property' man-who supplies cigaways remain conscious that the
class struggle is, in the last analysis
rettes to the actors-what the favorite
not about capital nor the means of
production, but in actuality it conHe answered by opening up a box con..
cerns the right of the individual to
a satisfying occupation, work that
taining cigarettes. They were all Luckies."
meets the inner needs, a normal
way of life and a real release of
human powers." This is, of course,
possible only in a world where interest is centered not on technology,
but instead on the worker with
techniological developments giving
him time and energy for such creation.
STAR OF THE RKO RADIO PICTURE
Students are presented with the
problem of discarding the concept
ctTHE WOMAN I LOVE"
of wood, stone, and bronze as the
only media for sculpture and are
jolted into the realization of the
possibilities of glass, wire, celluloid,
sheet metals, r..nd plastics. The
traditional criterion of sculpture as
mass is threatened by the idea of
sculpture's being a suggestion of
mass- definition of planes by wire
or transparent materials- and even
motion.
Despite its dealing primarily witn
art, The N ew Vision is exciting
reading for anyone interested in
the modern temper.
~ %
H. J. Z.
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Miriatn Hopkins says:

ttMy throat welcomes Luckies-my favorite
cigarette for 5 years"
Of the

is.

An independent survey was made recently

VISIT TO BARD PLANNED
BY WEST VIRGINIA
'COAL MINERS
Under the sponsorship of the American Student Union and the Forum
a group of miners trom Scott's
Run, in the West Virginia coal
fields, will visit the college on Apnl
twelfth. In the fall a group of college students who had spent last
summer working among mining
people recommended that an interchange of ideas between mining
men and college people would be
mutually profitable. Out of this
recommendation plans were formulated for sending men from Scott's
Run on a short tour of eastern colle.;es. The group will visit Vassar
College in the afternoon of the
twelfth of April, and are expected
to come to Bard in the evening.
----<0---

A "No Cigarette Bumming League" has been formed on tne campus of Louisiana State University.
League members promised not to
bum or be bummed from. Bumming
of "drags" is permitted.

among professional men and women-lawyers,
doctors, lecturers, scientists, etc. Of those who said
they smoke cigarettes, more th.'ln 7 stated they
personally prefer a light smoke.
Miss Hopkins verifies the wisdom of this pref..
erence, and so do other leading artists of the
radio, stage, screen and opera. Their voices are
their fortunes. That's why so many of them
smoke Luckies. You, too, can have the throat pro. .
tection of Luckies -a light smoke, free of certain
harsh irritants removed by the exclusive process
c1t's Toasted". Luckies are gentle on the throat.

THE FINEST TOBACCOS"THE CREAM OF THE CROP"

A Light Smoke
ttlt's Toasted" -Your Throat ProtectiOll.
AGAINST IRRITATION-AGAINST COUGH'
Copyright 1931. The American Tobaeeo CompanJ'
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REAL STUDENT GOVERNMENT .•.
(Continued ll'rom Page One)

Certain restrictions curtailing the possibilities of
"political sculduggery" in studellt government are
necessary. No social group may have more than four
representatives on the Council, nor have more than
one officer at a time. The chairman will act in accordance to parliamentary practice snd will have
no vote.
The Freshman representative during the first
semester will only have the privilege of discussion.
If during that period the eight voting members of the
Council split evenly over any issue, the chairman
must cast a vote. During the second semester, when
the Freshman representative is more familiar with
campus affairs, he will be granted the voting privilege
on the same basis as his colleagues.
There are many reasons for including the three
extra curricular activities in the Council. Both the
Sketch Book and THE BARDIAN are a very personal
part of the college. They both receive direct financial
support from Convocation. More important, they
represent student opinion and publish college news.
Furthermore, they are the voice of a great many
literary students, men who are as active in campus
affairs as any member on the present Student Council. interests that the publications represent, and
the publications themselves must have a place on
the Student Council.
The Forum is' in a like position. It receives
financial aid from Convocation and represents the
College in debate. Intra-mural debate and speaking
is also an important part of the Forum program, and
will be increasingly so. This development, and the
fact that it will over-lap more and more the interests
of the social-science students indicates how necessary
Forum representation is.
Athletics should be made an intimate part of the
student's life on campus. An athletic program should
be made attractive enough to appeal to most students
and should be run on a voluntary basis. The technical direction of such a program must be in the hands
of a body specially adapted for that purpose, this
organization is found in the Athletic Council. However, the contact between the campus sports program
and the students should be made in the Student Council, not only through the man representing the Athletic Council but also through the organization representing the entire school. It is only by these means
that the Athletic Council and its program will become an integrateo part of campus life-and campus
opinion.
The general aovantage of the above plan for
wider representation is two-fold. First, it co-ordinates the many activities on campus (thirty-two according to latest reports), bringing them together
into one body and eliminating many over-lapping I
functions. At the same time, it will check the surprising mushroom growth of organizations which
spring up on campus any time two people have an
idea.
Secondly, the problem of social activity on campus
can be more efficiently met by a group representing
the campus as a whole, than if a particular group or
club were to take the matter into its hands.
A government of four marshals is too much like
a four-leaf clover-it nas built up a false reputation
for good luck. Responsibility to be effective must
be placed at one focal point, that fact is quite arbitrary. There must be one man on the council, the
chairman, who will not only speak and act for the
Council with any second party, but who will be accepted on campus as a responsible and a serious representative of the Student Government.
In the Council, the chairman will act purely in
a parliamentary capacity, and he will have no vote.
But he must be made to realize that he is not ~
social figurehead. that he is not filling a merely honorary post. This fact and this conception in relation
to the marshals is too prevalent in the present Student Council to lead to healthy government.
This is THE BARDIAN plan for Student Government
reform. It will be presented in Convocation in April
for discussion and vote. The plan will meet opposition, all changes do. But the fact that the Council

I Look:.::.~~:ound I

Letters, Etc.

About every ninth day of this syndicated daily
column, O. O. McIntyre relates the little tale of the
dead-line, tells how monotonous his scribbling becomes to him-and to the daily reader, this column
suggests-explains in detail the methods of numerous
journalists for providing themselves with adequate
working energy by rum drinking and chain smoking,
and-Lo! there are six hundred words all ready for
the New York American to print in "New York Day
by Day." William Saroyan fills about half his books
by pursing somewhat the same method-sobbing over
his typewriter, whose keys are sti~ky with the cold
grease, and he is writing those words that come into
his mind, et id genus omne-and Lo, again! This
columnist is doing the same thing. but with some alibi, maybe, since he was assigned with the column
on Tuesday at nine a. m., was to have completed it
by three p. m., with nothing to do in the interim except attend two classes of two hours each.
When Dr. Frank Aydelotte, president of
Swarthmore College, told members of the
peace-in-education conference of the Public
Education Association that students might just
as well strike for better weather as engage in
peace strikes, he revealed himseH as either a
defeatist of past decades or a hide-boun!I reactionary who fears student organization in
protest. World peace, he said, cannot come
from negative protests against diplo.iD.ats and
munition makers. Aim at international understanding and co-operation rather than at
peace alone, he declared. Actually, this would
seem to provide an even more difficult and
discouraging task than limiting protests to
peace. Five hundred or five hundred thousand stUdents parading and striking for international co-operation would present a ludicrous spectacle, whereas the same protest
against war, even in our social and economic
organization, conditions the non-collegiate
public for the shock that many students do
not choose to submit themselves to the mercy
of god Mars and the tribe from Wall Street.
Students can put their fingers on war and
peace and the factors which make up war and
peace, an impossibility with international cooperation. Likewise, most of the students who
protest and strike on the annual Peace Day
take into consideration more than the abstractions, war and peace; imperialism, nationalism,
and our present social order are recognized
as components which must be eliminated before peace attains the position where it may
be grasped by the forelock and retained for
posterity. Those undergraduate proponents
of peace who understand the meaning of the
word are becoming more common. and more
vociferous. In short, they know which end is
up.
At the same meeting and discussion, Dr. Tildsley,
assistant superintendent of New York City schools
explained that he was not for peace at any price as
between nations or as between society and the humans who are hostile to it. Obviously, Dr. Tildsley
would defend another World War if he could convince himself that democracy was to be saved, if he
was sure that by joining the army he would be hindering Germany from invading the United States.
Unfortunately, Dr. Tildsley makes no reservations as
to the force for which he was fighting or as to the
definition of nation. He hasn't stopped to consider
who owns the nation for which he would be endan ..
gering his hfe. He speaks well in denying peace at
any price if he is referring to the Spanish Loyalists,
who are fighting to protect their nation, or if he has
in mind a hypothetical invasion of Soviet Russia,
whose natives would be fighting to save their prop ..
erty and their rights. Obviously, this must not be
compared to the entrance of the United States into the
World War, when thousands of American citizens,
drunkenly persuaded by the shibboleths, "Save the
World for Democracy" and "The War to End Wars,"
marched to destruction, unconscious of the fact that
they were protecting nothing of their own, but only
the interests of a few industrialIsts and financiers
and the face of the United ~t2..tes.
All of which reminds me of a certain
story. Once upon a time a few stUdents at
Bard College organized an American Student
Union and when the organization would have
meetings, which would be announced by the
Senior Marshall, some few dim-wits would go
"Boo" and "SS8," but the members would
cheer and they laughed and laughed, because
they knew . . . Now, on April twenty-second,
the American Student Union is developing a
Peace Day demonstration, and Behold! Every
major group on the Bard College campus is
supporting it.
Old man Vacation is knocking at the door, and
students are prOfif~ to leave their Ivory To\\-ers and
descend to promote a spirit of good will with Mother
Nature. At this moment, Old ~ol has peeked into
this southern exposure and beckons me to follow him
somewhere, an impossibility since this column is afflicted with an acute case of con;:;cience, v;!1ich, in
truth, is nothing but the symptoms of five hours of
supplementary evidence to be demonstrated on this
day before vacation.
carries no prestige on campus, that its amblings have
rarely led it beyond a condition of righteous indignation, that several Council members themselves are
dissatisfied with the organization of which they are
a part, and that other campus groups have taken over
the proper functions of the Council: these facts point
to one need-a new and real student council.

LETTERS TO THE ED'ITOR

I

To the Editor of THE BARDIAN:
What with the bountiful space allotted in this paper for the reviews
of the theatre, the gallery. the
music hall, and other forms of campus entertainment, it seems little
more than sporting to provide a
column for the review of "Letters
to the Editor." "Letters, etc." is
certainly fair entertainment if readers are entertained by contradictions, inconsistencies, and quaint
bits of opinion escaping from formerly air-tight craniums.
Exactly four-fifths of the "Letters" in the last issue of THE BARDIAN were goaded by that senile but
enthusiastic effigy of warfare, Fratrnity vs. Non-fraternity, with opinin ions representing both sides and
the middle of the question. Though
it is not difficult to deduce the campus politics of each contributor, the
attitudes run the gamut of opinion,
from the relatively objective and
neutral to the essence of bias and
patriotism.
Mr. Harris and Mr. Honey, attempting to "present a few pertinent facts from a purely objective
point of view," concern themselves
somewhat with the proportionate
decrease in the size of the fraternities, but believe that "This in no
way means that fraternities are
losing their value as social organizations." Value to wh'lm? To the
college as a unit? To the individual
undergraduate? Or to the fraternity? It is arduous to conceive of
any way in which the fraternity,
growing proportionately smaller,
can maintain its former value either
to the student or to the college.
To itself, perhaps, but even that is
a debatable pomt.
Mr. Koenig presents an intelligent point of view, especially when
he implies that the student government has, during the past year, neglected some of its duties. He also
realizes that a change is in order
and doubts the "wisdom of placing
such an emphasis on fraternal, nonfraternal, and class representation."
He seems to suggest tnat representation has become too great an issue with the inevitable result of
strife and conflict.
The idealist of the contributors,
though the idealism smacks of incredible naivete, is Mr. Singer, who
declares, "Bard fosters the group
which he thinks will benefit him
most
" Inconceivable and inexplicable! Mr. Singer no doubt
means that a man has free choice
in the selection of groups if he is
fortunate enough to receive bids
from the three fraternities. If only
one bid is extended to the man, he
has the choice of joining that fra ..
ternity or, especially as in the case
of former years, of ostracizing himself with the rest of the non-fraternity men. Obviously, if all the
fraternities neglect the poor fellow,
has the choice of remaining a
non-fraternity man.
Of course Mr. Singer understands
that fraternities frown savagely
upon the man who has the least
bit of liberal or non-Anglo-Saxon
blood in his veins. A firm hand
shake, a c h e c ked sport coat,
and numerous contacts at Bennington seem to be the primary requisites for receiving a bid.
Finally, Mr. Magee resents what
he conceives as the support of the
Non-Socs interests, and regrets that
THE BARDIAN is now only a 51.1%
"Official Undergraduate Publication." He is unaware that fraternities have been, at least since the
beginning of the present editorship,
antagonistic toward the paper.
-WALTER H. WAGGONER.
March 11, 1937.

Mushrooms
To the Editor of THE BARDIAN:
Hail! Greetings and felicitations
to the new Social ::science Club!
It promises a bright future in
providing lecturers (along with the
lecturers forthcoming under the
auspices of the Administration, the
Dragon Club, the Science Club, the
Forum, and the American Student
Union). A lecture every night-the
Bard way to culture!
Amidst the great dearth of extracurricular activities this organization's lectures appear as a ray of
light. It will furnish the social science students with something to
occupy their spare moments-and
will be the thirty-third on the list.
) Student Council

Forum,
Social Studies Club,
Science Club,
Regional Survey Committee,
Faculty-Student Educational Policies Committee,
American Student Union.
Three Fraternities,
Non-Society Association,
Interfraternity Association,
Pan-Hellenic Council,
Athletic Committee,
Religious Discussion Group,
Dragon Club,
Four Class Organizations,
German and FreRch Clubs,
Bardian Staff,
Sketch Book Staff,
Outing Club,
Varsity Club,
Entertainment Committee,
Food Improvement Committee,
Bard Theatre, Inc., and the
Recreational Planning Committee.
Note: All students who are interested in collecting cigar bands,
plp-ase meet in Albee Recreation
Room at midnight every Wednesday evening.
-WILLIAM H. JORDY.
March 18, 1937.

Subsidized Athletics
To the Editor of THE BARDIAN:
In connection with the proposal
that Bard should subsidize athletes,
I think it would be wise to consider
the results and disadvantages of
such a move. In the first place, the
plan is expensive. If Bard games
could attract such crowds that the
gate receipts would cover the expenses, it would be different. Most
schools that subsidize players do it
primarily for football. The money
brought in by the football games
makes it possible to promote minor
sports also. As Bard has neither a
stadium nor a public to draw
crowds from, there could be no revenge gained from this end. Therefore, the college itself would have to
pay and that would mean cutting
down on the present academic
scholarships .. How many students
would be willing to g~ve up their
scholarships to supply Bard with
athletes?
If there were subsidized players
here, the boys who play now and
who we like to see play, win or lose,
would probably do little playing.
When a team plays schools outside
of its class it must expect to be
beaten. Constantly winning games
undoubtedly becomes nearly as
monotonous as always losing. Upsetting a stronger opponent gives
as much satisfaction as winning a
whole schedule fro m mediocre
teams.
Should Bard subsidize players,
the students who would otherwise
participate more fully in intercollegiate sports, will lose interest in
playing. The primary aim of athletics at Bard is not for advertise ..
ment. Why not keep Bard sports
for Bard students?
-D. E. WORCESTER.
March 19, 1937.

Voluntary Chapel
To the Editor of THE BARDIAN:
Since the beginning of this institution, religion has always played
an important part in it. When Bard
replaced St. Stephen's, in name and
educational policy, the previous
rules on compulsory chapel were
considerably reduced. This year,
for the first time, there have been
no rules on chapel attendance, except those for the Sunday at the
beginning and end of each semester. The first serves as a convenient method for the administration to check up on the students'
return, and the other provides for
an appropriate wind-up. for the
term. Other than for these every
one is free to follow his own desires.
When the problem of voluntary
chapel was discussed last year, almost everyone was in its favoreven those more deeply interested
in the church. The g~neral opinion
was that the religious needs of each
individual were to be dealt with
according to his own personal inclination. Many stated that they
might not attend vesper services,
but that they would be sure to go
on Sunday. At least, several regular members of the church made
this vow. In my WilY of thinking.
(Continued on
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SPORTS

EULEXIANS HEAD
SOFTBALL LEAGUE

FINAL STANDINGS
I

K. G. X., Non~Socs, S. A. E.,
End 1st Half Tied

BASKETBALL
Team
Won
Sophomores
6
Seniors
3
Juniors ............................. .
2
Freshmen
1

Lost

o
3
4

5

iHAMILTON QUINT
UPSETS BARDIANS
IN SEASON FINALE

PAGE
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With the Squad

' - - - - - - - - - -___ JIMi MAGEE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--'

BOWLING
Team
Won Lost
(Special to THE BARDIAN)
Help
14
1
March 23-What was expected to
K. G_ X.
11
4
be the closest tussle of the indoor
Faculty
7
8
baseball season didn't materialize
Eulexians
5
7
On Saturday evening, March thiryesterday when the second place
Non-Socs
2
10
teenth, the Red and White basketNon-Soc nine forfeited to the unS. A. E.
0
12
ball team was defeated in its final
defeated Eulexians. As a result,
intercollegiate contest of the season
the latter annexed the championby Hamilton College, 42-24. AIShl' p for the first part of the schedB r d'lans were never ou t
though the a
ule and unless they should again
in front during the fray, they stagfinish in first position, they will
ed their customary rally in the
mee t the winners of the second
I'
. t
of the fl'rst half to
c osmg mmu es
.
round tournament in a championend the period, 14-12.
ship play-off.
Only a meager handful of spectaFinishing in a triple tie for secThe Sophomore basketeers, vic- tor·s, some seventy-five students
ond place were the Non-Socs, K. G. tors in six successive games, have. and townsmen were on hand to
X., and S. A. E., with two wins and not only won the interclass hoop; witness the fra'cas.
two losses apiece. The Faculty championship but have added anH
'It '
. T I'
. t
d
went through the first half of the other leg to their clean sweep of
taml on s lInl la ds~x-pohln t a .
.
th at prom.lses
.
van age
s or 01'I eague sc h e d u I e b y l os ing to all four mtramural
at h lebcs
del'
withwastwoessene
lay-upIn shots
by
rivals.
to be unp~ralleled by any prevIOus. Stearns
Carmer had converted
The Eulexians started the i I' grade achievements. They have al- from ~orner court when Sco~t
string of victories at the expense ready annexed ~he s~ccer and cross broke with a recovered ball and
of the Kaps whom they toppled in country champIOnships.
dribbled the length of the floor to
a bitterly fought contest, 9-7. In
~n winning the League champion- a score. After a Hamilton streak
their next game the Faculty put up ship, the Sophs gathered a grand had altered the count to 12-6 the
a decidedly stiff opposition before tot~l of 231 points against 85 for: Red and White offense bega'n to
bow i n g, 11-9. For their third t~elr opponents . . Merscher. was click as Filsinger, Pickard and
straight victory, the league leaders' hlJ?h scor~r for hiS team With 57 Testi garnered two points apiece to
had a surprisingly easy time in p~mts, b~mg closely f~llowed by tie up the game. Carmer, in the
halting the Sigs, 13-3.
Ficker With 53, Bates With 48, and final minute of the period, sank
The best offensive record for the Stewart who garnered 44. Bates both ends of a double foul award
first half of the season was com- playe~ in .only two gam~s, gaining to give his teammates a two-point
piled by the Non-Soc combination 22 pomts III one and 26 m the sec- lead at the intermission.
which totaled forty-five runs for an ond.
At the beginning of the final half
average of fifteen markers a game. . The Freshmen fell to the Sopho- the Red and White (along with the
Twenty-nine of these points were more onslaught by 38-9 and 43-13 referee) lost control of the ball
collected against tne Faculty in the scores. The Juniors, forfeiting one game and was soon outdistanced,
season's worst rout.
game, lost another 37-17 and the 21-12. At this point they rallied for
On the defense the Eulexians and Seniors touched their opposition by six points but during the remainder
the Kaps were superior, each yield- the comparative scores of 58-24 and of the period the \Vebermen put on
ing nineteen runs to the opposition, 57-26.
the necessary pressure to finish the
an average of 6.3 runs a contest. In
----0---contest with a 42-24 victory.

Scott Ends
Court
42 44
G Career In
arne

SOPHOMORES TOP
BASKET LEAGUE

Track

J - V basketball team would be elim-

In the last issue of THE BARDJAN
this column strongly urged the laying of a campus running track. Our
abrupt suggestion was prompted by
the fact that the Alumni Association was about to begin its annual
drive for its Fund and we cherished the hope that they would contribute the money to such a cause. At
a meeting held on March eleventh
the Association agreed to do so and
plans are now under way to raise
the necessary amount before June
in order
something
can be
started
in athat
modest
way.
Much of the credit is due Al
Everett who has helped to revolutionize the athletic relationship between the Alumni and the College.
Two years ago he encouraged the
Alumni to sponsor teams to meet
us annually on both court and diamond, was successful, and is planning even bigger things for the
future.

inated as such by a freshman
squad, providing Ackie with a larger Varsity squad.
The question of the three-year
plan is now being considered by the
Athletic Council. The idea is still
in its infancy and we suggest that
the discussions be lImited to the
basketball team. This squad, more
than any other, could stand the test
and after several years the advisability of gaining intercollegiate
recognition in additional fieldS
could be better decided.

* * *

The "co~pulsory gym" problem
is also under the consideration of
the Athletic Council. As this department interprets the situation,
the question to be decided is whether physical education for first year
men or both first and second year
men should be a fifth educational
field at this College, or be totally
abolished. Under the existing set-up
* * *
Ackie has no authority to carry out
The objective of the Alumni Fund a gym program and consequently,·
has automatically placed an objec- only an insipid "compulsory" systive before the Athletic Depart~ tem is half-heartedly in effect.
There are those students who
ment-a track team. In a few years
an enlarged enrollment will sanc- maintain that a physical education
tion the additional sport but for course is not in keeping with Bard's
the present it will suffice to say academic policy. Elm e r Zilch
that the possibilities are inherent doesn't want to take a music course
in the student body. Coach Acker- next year but he is withholding his
man debated a long time before dis- opinions because he is a famed adcarding the idea of sending a team mirer of the Bard program. He
feels that if the above-mentioned
to the Penn Relays next month.
students have their way no one will
Several of our intercollegiate be the beneficiary of theIr success.
opponents, including Drew and
Ackie is willing to devote time
Hartwick (!), have requested meets and knowledge to correct the poswith us and .a~e willing ~o ru.n them ture and other physical defects of
on any condItions we m~ght !mpose. the undergraduates. He has facilI~ short, the hurdle, Jave~m, and ities and suggestions for instruction
dl~CUS events could be dispensed in the ways and means of healthy
I with. and the accent placed on the recreation and the opportunities
rI!nnll~g, the broad. Jump and the will take effect if campus opinion
hIgh ~ump .for which we possess will accept them. Indeed, this polmaterIal pm excellent.
icy seems much fairer to all concerned than the one followed in imthe lowest scoring game of the seaCarmer scored fifteen points in
Questions
son the Sigs topped K. G. X., 6-2.
this half and took high scoring
Intercollegiate Athletic Associa- posing the Senior Project, about
The final first half standing folhonors with twenty-one. He was tions have one rule in their consti- which no students were consulted.
lows:
Before final action is taken by
ably assisted by Sullivan who col- tution to which this school, with or
Team
W L R.S.R.A.
lected fifteen all told. Russ Scott, without due cause, does not adhere. the Athletic Council and the AthEulexians
4
0
33
19
playing his last game in a Bard The clause reads: "No freshman letic Department on the three-year
2
2
45
22
Non-Socs
basketball uniform was the princi- may be allowed to play in varsity plan and the physical education
2
2
22
19
K. G. X.
Wednesday evening, March sev- pIe scoring asset f~r hiS team, reg-. games!" All our opponents, wheth- problem, this column advises those
2
2
28
3] enteenth, the Help bowling team. istering four field goals from the er or n.ot they a~e ~embers. of the students who have feelings in eithS. A. E.
Faculty
o 4 20 57 annexed
two games from K. G. X. floor.
re~pe,?tIve assocIatI?ns, ~blde by er case, to transmit their opinion
----0·---to win the Hazen-Simpson Trophy.
Following the game, Ray Filsing- t~IS three-year reSIdence regula- to the athletic representatives of
their respective classes.
The award was formerly in the pos- er, this year's co-captain with Win- tlOn.
Shots At Random
session of S. A. E.. in 1934 and was nie Stearns, was chosen by the
~ard, freshmen included, is numThe spirit shown by the spectaheld by the Kaps m 1935 and 1936. squad to head the quintet next win- en cally smaller than any opponent
To the date of this match, the ter.
institution. Moreover, last year ap- tors and participants of the soft
Employees had not lost a game
Th b
f 11
proximately eighteen men compos- ball games is excellent ... Cortland
(Continued From Page One)
while their opponents had dropped
e ox score 0 ows:
ed our soccer squad, seven of them has been scheduled in basketball
two to the Eulexians. The Help,
HAMILTON (42)
being first year men. In cross next year, opposing our team for
Harold Mestre. Professor Severing- needing but one more game to finfg
fs
tp country three members of a six- the first time . . . Congratulations
haus, a specialist on endocrine ish in first place, accomplished this Carmer, rf
9
3
21 man squad were new men. The to the newly elected court captain,
glands, is from the Department of feat in the first game by eighteen Sullivan, If
6
3
15 baseball squads are balanced in the Ray Filsinger, and to next year's
Anatomy, Columbia Medical Cen- pins.
Ellison, c O O
0 same fashion and in tennis Captain manager, Hank Kritzler . . . Next
ter, New York.
In the second game the Kaps re- Towner ....
0
3
3 Smyth feels that more harm than year's bowling tournament will
Motion pictures of ovulation in turned to register their single vic- Masters ........
0
0
0 good would be done to his team by mark a return to the split schedule
and a final play-off . . .
the Rana pipiens will be shown to tory of the match by 36 pins but Riddleberger, rg
1
0
2 a residence rule.
We have information on good
the club sometime in April. These in the final game the Employees; Gillette, 19
0
1
1
However, the advantages of the
pictures are based on the work of set a new team high single game
plan are definite and cannot be authority that basketball letters
Dr. Roberts Rugh of Hunter Col- r~cord with a pinfaIl of 506 (preTotals
.................. 16
10
42 overlooked. 'With a freshman squad will be awarded the following men
lege on induced ovulation by the vlOusly 483) and annexed the game
BARD (24)
for every sport the class would not at the Athletic Banquet: Fils,nger,
injection of whole pituitary glands. i by 59 pins. . '
.
. I
only become a closer-knit unit, but Scot~, Burnett, Pickard, Herrick,
Last Monday afternoon two films' Pease led hiS team to VIctory With F'! .
f
fg
fs
tp yearlings who are not varsity mat- TestI, Stearns, and Thomas . . . .
offered by Richard Koch were an av~rage of 163.6 and in doing .so, S:e~~!~ri/.
1
0
2 eri.al will ?ave .the oppo~t1!nity. to Numerals to Jacobs, Lambert, Mashown in the theatre: one of an ap- he gamed the .new r~cord for high F' k
3
0
6 gam experlence ll1 competitIOn With gee, Nichols, Goldsmith, Sharp,
pendectomy, the other of an orchid- three game~ With a .pm-drop of 527. S~~t~r c ...........
~
~
1 teams of .their OW"; ~alibre. The Weissberger, and Ficker . .
And that's all for now . . .
opexy These movies of surgical Alexander, In the fInal game, took W· b
..... .....................
8 IntercollegIate ASSOCIatIons governoperations will be shown at various high single game honors for the Pi:~S:r;,r~egr
0
0 ing the five sports that are played' , - - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ •
3
3 by the Red and White would admit
meetings throughout the term.
evening with his 193 score.
............. ..........
----0
At the Athletic Banquet Pease Testi, 19 .......... ......... ............. 2
0
4 us into their ranks and the nowWILLIAM C. AUCOCK
will receive a medal for his three- Burnett .. ........... .........
0
U
0 existing danger of being dropped
Hamilton, N. Y.-(ACP)-Listen game record, and Ficke will be Herrick ........ ... ......... ...........
0
0
0 from the schedules of opponents
ESTATE
with interest to stories about geni- awarded medals for his high single I
would thus be eliminated. We could
uses who exist on a few hours of game (198) and his high average I Totals ................................... 10
4
24 expand our program to include
Fruits
sleep a night, but discount most of for the season (159.6).
Referee-Patrick; time of halves, schools that now refuse our offers
Vegetables
them.
20
. t
The game score follows:
mmu es.
of competition. Finally, the present
Meats
Groceries
Findings of Colgate University's
Dr. Donald A. Laird, in a survey of Pickard
K. G. X.
....
129
1st
2nd
158
3rd
148 §:.
500 men high in the fields of art, Filsinger ...... ..........
137
157
130
::::
Red Hook
literature and science, show that Ficke.
137
163
169
the majority of these "greats" got
HELP
1st
2nd
3rd
Phone 63
plenty of sleep and if they didn't Hoffman ..... " ............ 145
110
153
g~;~
they suffered the same ill effects
Alexander
133
144
193
~.~.i.~_:
College Delivery
anyone else does.
Pease
.............
143
188
160
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Have you been to Rhinebeck's

Welcomes any Information or Helpful
Suggestions which Students or Mem-
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~1:~

Greasing

Cars Oalled For and Delivered

~::!

BEEI(MANARMS

bers of the Faculty can give on the proposed Campus Co-operative.

for Sunday Dinner?

~.

.....

WINTHROP STEARNS, Prop.

I!li

Tydol Gas
Veedol Motoroil
Smith's Service Station
Barrytown, N. Y.
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SMI'fH OF COLUMBIA
DEPLORES CROWDING
'HOOLS
IN N Y LAW SC

"More than half of the profession
"As Dean of the Hobo College of
in New York county are in the in- America, I am aware that to become class below $3,000 a year; 421;2 come and remain a hobo one has
per cent below the respectable min- to have these superior qualities:
•
•
I
imum family subsistence level of first, courage; second, a desire to
I $2,500 a year; one-third below $2,- travel, see things and Jearn, and"
New York, N. Y.-(ACP)-Strict- 000 a year; one-sixth below $1,000' last, a strong constitution and treer law schools are necessary to help and almost one-tenth at or less than mendous power of adjustment and
alleviate the "appalling conditions" $500 per year; and a substantial adaptability as well as a love for
which exist in New York city's legal number are on the verge of starva- freedom and beauty," adds Dr.
profession. stated Dean Youws B. tion, with almost 10 per cent of the O'Brien.
Smith of the Columbia Law School. New York bar virtually confessed
"The official college trains stuDrawing a dismal picture of an paupers as mdicated by applications dents to fit themselves into a busifor relief."
ness world . Take them out of that
overcrowded
pro.
h 'and poorly-paid
Itt
- - -0
environment and you have perfect
fession In
IS annua repor
0
°d
N ' hiM
B tl
fools, but the Hobo College learns
Presl ent
IC 0 as
urray u er,
its students that nobler art of hoDean
Smith
said:
"Conditions in the professions
'
, b o i n g - h o w to cope with life."
throughout the country as a whole
Dispairing even more of co-eds,
are bad enough, but in New York I
.
Dean O'Brien says "they are hopecity they are appalling."
Even scholastically bum colle~e less material. Now you take reguFor every 763 persons in the na- students make poor hob<;>es. ThiS lar hoboettes, they get more wistion there is one lawyer, for every announcement comes straight f!om dam in one year than they possibly
456 persons in New York state a the Dean-the De~n .of American could have gotten from a college
lawyer and for every 378 persons in Hoboes, one Dan 0 Brien.
training or being locked up in the
New York city, one lawyer.
"Fifty years of hoboing have con- Congressional library for f 0 u r
Strengthening his stand that the vinced me that students from col- years."
raising of standards of entrance to lIeges furnish poor material for hoa
.
b
b
f
b
law schools is imperative, Dean oes. Ho oes come rom oys - ,
Smith quoted excerpts from a re- and hoboettes from girls, from a I
•
cent survey made by the Committee status that does not allow or privon Professional Economics of tae iJege them a coll ege training-ex______
New York County Lawyers Asso- cept that of Hobo College," writes
elation:
O'Brien.
New Haven, Conn.-- ( ACP) - Indifference causes Yale Umversity
undergraduates to shun religious
discussion groups ~uch as the University C h r i s t ian Association,
known to students as Dwight Hall.
So said President James Rowland
Angell at the services in honor of
the 50th anniversary of organized
undergraduate religious accivities
on the campus.
Only a small group was violently
HARDWARE
opposed to religion. Some s~UClents
stay away from Dwight Hall he
added, because they feel that their
religion beliefs &'re already decided.
Red Hook
The greater number "are wholly indifferent to religion and preoccuNew York
pied like their parents With other

COLLEGE STUDENTS
MAKE POOR HOBOES

PRES ANGELL OIF YAL E

ON RELIGIOUS GROUP

.-;:================================::-11
ORCHARD SUPPLY
Incorporated

~===:===:=:_=======================~~
I matters."
•

March 24, 1937
Explaining the necessity for an
organization like Dwight Hall, Dr .
Angell said :
"On the strictly intellectual and
philosophical side of religious experience there is and alwa~s will be I
a real job for such an association. '
It affords opportunity for direct,
(Continued from Page Four)
frank, man-to-man discussion of
the fundamental issues in Christianity, as well as in other great there have been but a very few who
world religions.
have kept it.
"No thoughtful man can ever be
Too many say that our church
quite sure of the foundatlOns of his
f al'th - or, m
. d ee d , of n.s lack 0 f and service here are not J'ust what
f 'th 'f th t
t h'
d't'
they have at home. Well, it is a
al., I
a represen IS con 1 Ion
-Without exposure to the shrewd, place to worship, and as it is the
.
even IOf some t'Imes naive,
cn't'.
lClsm only church on campus, it should
of his comrades and to the merci- serve as an adequate substitute.
~e::."give and take of men of his Throughout life, one will be finding
things that are not "just like
0
home," but certainly he will have
toaccept them until something different comes along.
The Reverend T. V. Magnan,
For those not ritualis.1cally inchaplain of the New York State clined, there has even been an atI Reform School at Warwick and
staff member of the City Mission tempt to have one service a month
on the order of morning prayer,
will speak on "Young Delinquent which, for the most part, should
Reform" on the evemng of April
fifth.
satisfy their ideas of worship; but
This lecture is under the combm- advantage is not taken even of
ed auspices of the Psychology De- that. At present the only people
partment, the Dragon Club, and the who go to church are the choir
Social Science Club. It will take members (who get fifty dollars a
place in the Faculty Room at eight I year), a few faculty members, in
o'clock; the College community is fact very few , and a half a dozen
welcome.
students who are almost all pre" - - - -.- 0
ministerial. Certainly this is a
T.he Commlt~e.e for the Preser- warped set-up. It is generally revatlOn of TradItion at St. Mary's
. ..
University"
proclaimed recently garded that every nor~B:I mdlvlthat sha -e h'
t" b th
d
I dual has a balance of relIgIOUS feelother si~i~~r a:~~k'~' o~ c:vfr?za~~~ ing. Certainly we h:ere ~n campus
would be outlawed d _.
•
must be abnormal m thiS respect,
u_ mg exam or else too lazy to get up and walk
week.
- - -- 0 - - down the hill for one short hour of
Flu can't even stop University of servICe. Isn't there some way that
Minnesota students from wooing. we can make corporate worship in
Men in the isolation ward sent the our chapel representative of the
girls across the hall ice cream cones I majodty here at college?
C. J.
in appreciative e.cknowlcagment

When you find out how mild and goodtasting Chesterfields are ... you hold on to J em.
With a bull dog grip, millions of smokers
hold on to Chesterfields . . .
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of a set of paper dolls.

March 20. 1937 .

